
Flex-a-lite® Introduces LS Conversion Aluminum Radiator, Electric Fan 
and Oil Cooler for the ’79-’93 Ford Mustang  

● LS radiator offers 78-percent more coolant capacity
● Drill-free, bolt-in installation with all wiring and fan control module included
● Optional direct-fit oil cooler for automatic transmission brings cooling outside of the side tank for

additional cooling

Las Vegas – Flex-a-lite® introduces the LS Conversion performance aluminum radiator, electric fan 
combination and oil cooler for the ’79-’93 Mustang. Flex-a-lite’s LS Conversion performance radiator 
features 2 row 1” tubes for 78% more coolant capacity. Radiator is all hand welded in the United States 
and features dual-pass with the inlet and outlet on the passenger side tank: Inlet is 1.25” and outlet is 
1.50”. Passenger sidetank includes ¼-inch NPT bung for the steam port tube. Side tanks offer Flex-a-lite 
patented “T” channel design which allows both the radiator and cooling fan to mount without going 
through the radiator core.  

Radiator comes with the electric fan pre-mounted to the radiator and includes controls to operate the fan 
between 160° and 230°F. Fan Controller includes connection for A/C and cockpit control. Single electric 
fan moves 3,300 cubic feet per minutes and draws 18 amps. Replacing the belt-driven fan with the  
Flex-a-lite electric fan improves power to the rear wheels and improves gas mileage. 

The direct-fit TransLife® oil cooler kit for the Fox Body Mustang includes a 6-pass transmission cooler 
and the brackets necessary to easily install the cooler. Cooler is mounted to brackets using patented 
Flex-a-lite Gator-Clips®, and is positioned to allow air to flow between the cooler and the radiator core. 
Cooler includes Flex-a-lite turbulators in the outer tubes to maximize contact between oil and copper 
tubes. Cooler core dimensions are 12 x 7 ½ x ¾ inches and available with either 3/8” barbed or -6 AN 
fittings. Cooler Guard part No. 4116G can be added to protect the cooler core and provide a surface to 
customize the look of the cooler without compromising heat dissipation from the cooler core. 

Part Numbers: 
52185LS LS Conversion radiator with electric fan - ’79-’93 Ford Mustang  
52085LS LS Conversion radiator only - ’79-’93 Ford Mustang 
4116Fox Direct-fit TransLife Oil Cooler Mounting Kit –’79-’93 Ford Mustang 3/8-inch fitting 
41166Fox Direct-fit TransLife Oil Cooler Mounting Kit – ’79-’93 Ford Mustang -6 AN fitting 

http://www.carid.com/performance-engine-cooling.html
http://www.carid.com/flex-a-lite/
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